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Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers
Springer
The book offers a systematic treatment of the analysis and
design of substructures. The aim of the book has been to deal
with a substructure in its entirety, involving soil exploration,
laboratory testing, analysis and structural design. The book
covers the major types of foundations and retaining structures
including footings and rafts, piles and wells. It is intended for
use by undergraduate students of civil engineering and by
practising engineers. Contents: Introduction / Engineering
Properties of Soils / Soil Exploration / Lateral Earth Pressure /
Limit State Design - Basic Principles / Foundation Design -
General Principles / Shallow Foundation / Pile Foundation /
Bridge Substructures / Marine Substructures / Rigid Retaining
Walls / Sheet Pile Walls / Foundations in Expansive Soils /
Foundations of Transmission Line Towers / Reinforced Earth /
Appendix A-SL Units / Subject Index / Author Index
Proceedings of the Indian Geotechnical Conference 2019 PHI Learning Pvt.
Ltd.
The book provides primary information about civil engineering to both a civil
and non-civil engineering audience in areas such as construction management,
estate management, and building. Basic civil engineering topics like surveying,
building materials, construction technology and management, concrete
technology, steel structures, soil mechanics and foundations, water resources,
transportation and environment engineering are explained in detail. Codal
provisions of US, UK and India are included to cater to a global audience.
Insights into techniques like modern surveying equipment and technologies,
sustainable construction materials, and modern construction materials are also
included. Key features: � Provides a concise presentation of theory and practice
for all technical in civil engineering. � Contains detailed theory with lucid
illustrations. � Focuses on the management aspects of a civil engineer's job. �
Addresses contemporary issues such as permitting, globalization, sustainability,
and emerging technologies. � Includes codal provisions of US, UK and India.
The book is aimed at professionals and senior undergraduate students in civil
engineering, non-specialist civil engineering audience
Books from India PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.
The InfoSec Handbook offers the reader an organized layout of information
that is easily read and understood. Allowing beginners to enter the field and
understand the key concepts and ideas, while still keeping the experienced
readers updated on topics and concepts. It is intended mainly for beginners to
the field of information security, written in a way that makes it easy for them
to understand the detailed content of the book. The book offers a practical
and simple view of the security practices while still offering somewhat
technical and detailed information relating to security. It helps the reader
build a strong foundation of information, allowing them to move forward
from the book with a larger knowledge base. Security is a constantly growing
concern that everyone must deal with. Whether it’s an average computer
user or a highly skilled computer user, they are always confronted with
different security risks. These risks range in danger and should always be
dealt with accordingly. Unfortunately, not everyone is aware of the dangers

or how to prevent them and this is where most of the issues arise in
information technology (IT). When computer users do not take security into
account many issues can arise from that like system compromises or loss of
data and information. This is an obvious issue that is present with all
computer users. This book is intended to educate the average and experienced
user of what kinds of different security practices and standards exist. It will
also cover how to manage security software and updates in order to be as
protected as possible from all of the threats that they face.

Principles and Practices Springer Science & Business
Media
This book on Reinforced Concrete has been
comprehensively revised with a view to make it more
suitable for the updated syllabus of various Technical
Institutes and Engineering Colleges of different Universities.
Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
John Wiley & Sons
This book comprises select proceedings of
the annual conference of the Indian
Geotechnical Society. The conference brings
together research and case histories on
various aspects of geotechnical engineering
and geoenvironmental engineering. The book
presents papers on geotechnical applications
and case histories, covering topics such as
(i) shallow and deep foundations; (ii)
stability of earth and earth retaining
structures; (iii) rock engineering,
tunneling, and underground constructions;
(iv) forensic investigations and case
histories; (v) reliability in geotechnical
engineering; and (vi) special topics such as
offshore geotechnics, remote sensing and
GIS, geotechnical education, codes, and
standards. The contents of this book will be
of interest to researchers and practicing
engineers alike.
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental
Engineering Handbook Apress
This comprehensive text on foundation design
is intended to introduce students of civil
engineering, architecture, and environmental
disciplines to the fundamentals of designing
sound foundations and their implementation.
It offers an in-depth coverage of pre- and
post-design methodologies that include soil
identification, site investigation,
interpretation of soil data and design
parameters, foundations on different soil
types through to settlements, seismic
responses, and construction concerns. Though
the book is woven around principles of
foundation design, it also incorporates
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application aspects that bridge theory and
practice. As an issue of contemporary
importance it discusses geotechnical details
of developing earthquake resistant designs
for different soil types. In addition, the
authors provide an extensive account of
ground improvement techniques. Supported by
the abundance of real-world
events/situations and examples that help
students master the text concepts, this
volume becomes an incisive text and
reference guide.
Journal of the Institution of Engineers (India).
Geotechnical Engineering
This textbook first published in 1992 now appearing
in its third edition retains the best features from
the earlier editions and adds significantly to the
contents, which include developments in the 1990s.

State of the Practice Tata McGraw-Hill
Education
"With the ever increasing developmental
activities as diverse as the construction of
dams, roads, tunnels, underground
powerhouses and storage facilities,
petroleum exploration and nuclear
repositories, a more comprehensive and
updated understanding of rock mass is
essential for civil engineers, engineering
geologists, geophysicists, and petroleum and
mining engineers. Though some contents of
this vast subject are included in
undergraduate curriculum, there are full-
fledged courses on Rock Mechanics/Rock
Engineering in postgraduate programmes in
civil engineering and mining engineering.
Much of the material presented in this book
is also taught to geology and geophysics
students. In addition, the book is suitable
for short courses conducted for teachers,
practising engineers and engineering
geologists." -- Back cover.
Design of Foundation Systems S. Chand
Publishing
This book comprises select proceedings of the
annual conference of the Indian Geotechnical
Society. The conference brings together
research and case histories on various aspects
of geotechnical and geoenvironmental
engineering. The book presents papers on
geotechnical applications and case histories,
covering topics such as (i) Characterization of
Geomaterials and Physical Modelling; (ii)
Foundations and Deep Excavations; (iii) Soil
Stabilization and Ground Improvement; (iv)
Geoenvironmental Engineering and Waste Material
Utilization; (v) Soil Dynamics and Earthquake
Geotechnical Engineering; (vi) Earth Retaining
Structures, Dams and Embankments; (vii) Slope
Stability and Landslides; (viii) Transportation
Geotechnics; (ix) Geosynthetics Applications;
(x) Computational, Analytical and Numerical
Modelling; (xi) Rock Engineering, Tunnelling
and Underground Constructions; (xii) Forensic
Geotechnical Engineering and Case Studies; and

(xiii) Others Topics: Behaviour of Unsaturated
Soils, Offshore and Marine Geotechnics, Remote
Sensing and GIS, Field Investigations,
Instrumentation and Monitoring, Retrofitting of
Geotechnical Structures, Reliability in
Geotechnical Engineering, Geotechnical
Education, Codes and Standards, and other
relevant topics. The contents of this book are
of interest to researchers and practicing
engineers alike.
Engineering in Rocks for Slopes, Foundations and
Tunnels Springer
Discover the benefits of applying algorithms to
solve scientific, engineering, and practical
problems Providing a combination of theory,
algorithms, and simulations, Handbook of Applied
Algorithms presents an all-encompassing treatment
of applying algorithms and discrete mathematics to
practical problems in "hot" application areas, such
as computational biology, computational chemistry,
wireless networks, and computer vision. In eighteen
self-contained chapters, this timely book explores:
* Localized algorithms that can be used in topology
control for wireless ad-hoc or sensor networks *
Bioinformatics algorithms for analyzing data *
Clustering algorithms and identification of
association rules in data mining * Applications of
combinatorial algorithms and graph theory in
chemistry and molecular biology * Optimizing the
frequency planning of a GSM network using
evolutionary algorithms * Algorithmic solutions and
advances achieved through game theory Complete with
exercises for readers to measure their
comprehension of the material presented, Handbook
of Applied Algorithms is a much-needed resource for
researchers, practitioners, and students within
computer science, life science, and engineering.
Amiya Nayak, PhD, has over seventeen years of
industrial experience and is Full Professor at the
School of Information Technology and Engineering at
the University of Ottawa, Canada. He is on the
editorial board of several journals. Dr. Nayak's
research interests are in the areas of fault
tolerance, distributed systems/algorithms, and
mobile ad-hoc networks. Ivan StojmenoviC?, PhD, is
Professor at the University of Ottawa, Canada
(www.site.uottawa.ca/~ivan), and Chair Professor of
Applied Computing at the University of Birmingham,
United Kingdom. Dr. Stojmenovic? received the Royal
Society Wolfson Research Merit Award. His current
research interests are mostly in the design and
analysis of algorithms for wireless ad-hoc and
sensor networks.

The InfoSec Handbook Alpha Science
International Limited
This volume includes a collection of technical
papers on an important topic in geotechnical
engineering; the behavior and treatment of
expansive soils. The research studies include
investigations into novel stabilization
techniques for expansive soils using different
admixtures or mechanical consolidation
techniques, as well as new experimental
approaches to evaluate the behavior of
expansive soils. They also include an
evaluation of wetting boundary conditions on
the volume change of expansive soils, as well
as the role of hydrologic boundary conditions
in arid climates. The volume is based on the
best contributions to the 2nd GeoMEast
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International Congress and Exhibition on
Sustainable Civil Infrastructures, Egypt 2018 –
The official international congress of the Soil-
Structure Interaction Group in Egypt (SSIGE).
Bulletin of the Institution of Engineers
(India). Springer Nature
The first two vols. comprise papers
presented at the conference; the souvenir
vol. deals with activities of sponsoring
organizations; the 3rd vol. will cover
invited lectures and discussions
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF FOUNDATION DESIGN ASCE
Publications
HAND BOOK ON ADVANCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY provides
updated information on materials and other aspects
of concrete. It covers all types of concretes:
Normal, High Strength, Self Compacting Concrete;
Light weight, Heavy weight, Porous, Underwater
Concrete; Cold, Hot Weather Concrete; Fibre
Reinforced, Polymer, Roller Compacted Concrete;
Foam, Acid Resistance Concrete and their
characteristics. It provides guidelines on
production, placement, compaction, curing, testing
including Non-destructive Testing and Repairs of
Concrete. This Handbook consolidates in a single
volume various types of concrete, experience and
insights of experts of concrete technology and will
help in production of durable, economical and
sustainable concrete.
Handbook on Advanced Concrete Technology CRC Press
This book covers the entire gamut of bridge
engineering investigation, design, construction and
maintenance of bridges. The coverage is not dealt
with isolation, but discussed in relation to basic
approaches to design of bridges, supported by
numerous case studies. Further, the book includes
design details of superstructures and
foundations.Bridge Engineering has been thoroughly
revised to reflect the changes in technology that
have occurred in the past. It includes new chapters
on grade separators and river training works, with
special reference to revised design standards. The
book has been specifically designed to suit the
requirements of design and practising engineers as
well as students in India.

Structural Design for Physical Security
Routledge
Dealing with the fundamentals and general
principles of soil mechanics and
geotechnical engineering, this text also
examines the design methodology of shallow /
deep foundations, including machine
foundations. In addition to this, the volume
explores earthen embankments and retaining
structures, including an investigation into
ground improvement techniques, such as
geotextiles, reinforced earth, and more
Foundation Design Manual for Practising
Engineers and Civil Engineering
StudentsFundamentals of Reinforced Concrete
&Quot;This book assembles the practical
rules and details for the efficient and
economical execution of deep excavations. It
draws together a wealth of experience of
both design and construction from published
work and the lifetime practice of the
author. This second edition is extensively

revised to include changes in design emphasis
including those due to Eurocode 7 and
descriptions of the latest equipment,
construction techniques and geotechnical
processes. Additional details include those
of the latest piling and diaphragm wall
equipment and innovations in top-down
construction applied to basements and cut-
and-cover works. The section on caissons has
been expanded to include design
methods."--BOOK JACKET.
Earthquake Geotechnics Oxford and IBH
Publishing
Vols. 29-30 contain papers of the
International Engineering Congress, Chicago,
1893; v. 54, pts. A-F, papers of the
International Engineering Congress, St.
Louis, 1904.
Limit State Design Thomas Telford
Beginning from the premise that psychology
needs to be questioned, dismantled and new
perspectives brought to the table in order
to produce alternative solutions, this book
takes an unusual transdisciplinary step into
the activism of Black feminist theory. The
author, Suryia Nayak, presents a close
reading of Audre Lorde and other related
scholars to demonstrate how the activism of
Black feminist theory is concerned with
issues central to radical critical thinking
and practice, such as identity, alienation,
trauma, loss, the position and constitution
of individuals within relationships, the
family, community and society. Nayak reveals
how Black feminist theory seeks to address
issues that are also a core concern of
critical psychology, including
individualism, essentialism and
normalization. Her work grapples with
several issues at the heart of key
contemporary debates concerning methodology,
identity, difference, race and gender. Using
a powerful line of argument, the book weaves
these themes together to show how the
activism of Black feminist theory in
general, and the work of Audre Lorde in
particular, can be used to effect social
change in response to the damaging
psychological impact of oppressive social
constructions. Race, Gender and the Activism
of Black Feminist Theory will be of great
interest to advanced students, researchers,
political activist and practitioners in
psychology, counselling, psychotherapy,
mental health, social work and community
development.
Geotechnical Applications Springer Nature
Preface. Dedication. List of Figures. List of
Tables. List of Contributors. Basic Behavior
and Site Characterization. 1. Introduction;
R.K. Rowe. 2. Basic Soil Mechanics; P.V. Lade.
3. Engineering Properties of Soils and Typical
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Correlations; P.V. Lade. 4. Site
Characterization; D.E. Becker. 5. Unsaturated
Soil Mechanics and Property Assessment; D.G.
Fredlund, et al. 6. Basic Rocks Mechanics and
Testing; K.Y. Lo, A.M. Hefny. 7. Geosynthetics:
Characteristics and Testing; R.M. Koerner, Y.G.
Hsuan. 8. Seepage, Drainage and Dewatering; R.W.
Loughney. Foundations and Pavements. 9. Shallo.
International Books in Print CRC Press
Foundation Design Manual for Practising
Engineers and Civil Engineering
StudentsFundamentals of Reinforced ConcreteS.
Chand Publishing
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